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A round constitutes of every 
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Goal: For efficiency, minimize 
rounds of interaction. 
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Impossible Possible

[Garg-Mukherjee-Pandey-Polychroniadou’16] [Ananth-C-Jain’17]

[Brakerski-Halevi-Polychroniadou’17]

[Badrinarayanan-Goyal-Jain-Kalai-Khurana-Sahai’18]
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What is the precise round complexity of MPC protocols 

in the presence of covert adversaries?

Best known results are those achieving malicious security, i.e. 4 rounds.

Prior works focus on computational complexity.
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rule out.

Two Party Zero-

knowledge(ZK)

functionality

Construct a 

cheating verifier.

Existence of Black-

box simulator ⇒
𝐿 ∈ BPP

Only trivial 

languages
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Two Party 3 round Zero-Knowledge protocol

prover verifier
(𝑥, 𝑤) (𝑥)

Why doesn’t [Goldreich-Krawczyk’96] directly apply?

[Goldreich-

Krawczyk’96]

3 round ZK 

does not exist
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prover verifier
(𝑥, 𝑤) (𝑥)

Simulator can potentially use all 3 messages sent by Bob to 

extract a trapdoor, and complete simulation. 
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Covert Adversary Compiler

Main Idea: Initiate check for honest behavior with certain 

probability.

Two round protocol secure 

against adversarial randomness

with probability 𝑝 = 1 − 2𝜀 𝑛

Normal mode

with probability 1 − 𝑝

Verification mode

𝒇(𝜺, 𝒏)
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High Level Idea of the Protocol

Round 1 Round 1

SCN
2020 SCN

2020

/ /

4 round ZK proving

1) Honest behavior

2) is false. 

Round 2 Round 2

WI Proof WI Proof

WI Proof WI Proof

WI Proof: Honest Behavior OR        is true

TD TD

TD

TD

Intuition: Adversary must make a choice to set the trapdoor true to cheat in normal 

mode or risk being caught for incorrectly setting trapdoor in verification mode.



Several Simulation Challenges

For two rounds in best case:

Need stronger security from underlying protocol: free-simulation

Non-malleability issues

Skewed distribution of transcripts while checking if adversary is cheating
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